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Introduction:
The Optoboard System is the data aggregation and signal conversion stage of the ATLAS ITk Pixel data transmission chain. The basic working principle is:

DATA: 6x 1.28 Gbps electrical links from the front-end modules are serialized into 1x 10.24 Gbps optical link and transmitted to the backend 
(FELIX).
CMD: 1x 2.56 Gbps optical link with trigger and command are deserialized into 8x 160 Mbps electrical links and transmitted to the front-end 
(ITkPix). Also the Optoboard gets controlled through the optical link.

One Optoboard consists of:

4 lpGBTv1: one as a master available through IC, three as slaves controlled through I2C controller of the master. Manual/description .here
4 GBCR2: all controlled through lpGBT master I2C controller. Manual .here
1 VTRx+: controlled through lpGBT master I2C controller. Description .here
1 bPOL2V5 carrier board: houses the bPOL2V5 ASIC that converts 2.5 V to 1.2V. Datasheets .here

Specific for SLAC's test-Optopanel will be marked in . red

Mechanics:

Up to 8x Optoboards are housed in one Optobox. One Optobox consists also of:
1 Powerboard: hosts 5 bPOL12V ASICs (conversion 9 V to 2.5 V) and 1 MOPS chip
1 Connectorboard: handles power distribution form the 5 bPOL12V to the 8 Optoboards according the SP chain powering/detector layout.

Up to 28x Optoboxes (14x normal, 14x mirrored) are housed in one Optopanel.
Each side of the ITk has 4 Optopanels.

Currently specific for SLAC IS demonstrator:

2x Optoboard V2.1 are housed in one Optobox. We have 1 v4 optoboard. This Optobox is housed in a Test-Optopanel.

We have 2 FELIX servers in B84 EPP lab, felix (running Centos7) and felix2 (running Alma Linux). The felix server has older versions of the optoboard 
software, whereas felix2 is brought up with the latest software and firmware releases. ,  The issue felix2 has to be cold rebooted warm reboot will hang.
may be due to ethernet port being shared between the host and IPMI board.

Interfaces:

Please refer to the Bern Interface Document . All the QC connectors of the Optoboard System is explained there.here

Adapter boards:

https://lpgbt.web.cern.ch/lpgbt/
https://edms.cern.ch/ui/#!master/navigator/document?P:100324489:100646067:subDocs
https://espace.cern.ch/project-Versatile-Link-Plus/SitePages/Home.aspx
https://espace.cern.ch/project-DCDC-new/_layouts/15/start.aspx#/ASIC_Datasheet/
https://edms.cern.ch/ui/#!master/navigator/document?D:100639026:100639026:subDocs


ERF-SMA ( , )routing schematics
from Bern

DP-SMA ( , )routing schematics
from Bonn

ERF-twinax
from Bern

ERF-8x DP ( , )routing schematics
from CERN ( )Abhisjek Sharma

Schematics:

All schematics for all of Berns designed PCBs can be found .here

Optoboard system support:

Bern collects support requests and general questions on our Mattermost channel Bern-Optoboard (invite ). Your contacts as of Aug. 2022 are Aaron link
O'Neill and Daniele del Santo.

FELIX, optoboard software, and YARR setup:

FELIX firmware (see  for more information):atlas-project-felix.web.cern.ch

felix: firmware version 2221, recommended by Sasha on July 26, 2024 ( )CERNbox link
felix2: there are a few versions of the firmware that can be used:

Release from Ricardo Luz' March ITk week presentation
A  after nightly ae8a2460 of master, pipeline ran on April 24 ( )build link
The  directly from Ricardotesting bitfile

FELIX software:

felix:
felix2: software git commit  of master (compatible with the latest firmware). Note that for local compilation you need to use 73d2d72a source 

.cmake_tdaq/bin/setup.sh x86_64-el9-gcc13-opt

Microservices software for optoboard, developed by Bern: . A lot is documented in the readme and wiki of the https://gitlab.cern.ch/bat/optoboard_felix
repository.

felix: optoboard_FELIX
felix2: same as above, tag 1.0.37

YARR (see Angira Rastogi's March ITk week  and ):presentation LBL documentation

felix: v1.5.0, used primarily felixcore
felix2: v1.5.1, using felix-star

Instructions for felix server:

In a first terminal felixcore:

cd /home/itkpix/felix-sw/felix-distribution    # Jan/2023 ITkPixV1. Previously was felix-sw/flx-sw-2022-08-11
source setup.sh
x86_64-centos7-gcc11-opt/felixcore/felixcore -d 0 --data-interface lo --elinks 0,4,8,12     # starts felixcore, 
check your links!

Note that the elinks might change according your connectivity scheme. More information from Ismet .here

https://gitlab.cern.ch/bat/optoboard_felix/-/wikis/ERF-SMA-adapter-board-routing
https://gitlab.cern.ch/itk-pixel-electronics/services/optosystem/-/tree/master/G6341B_OptoBoard_V2_SMA_ERF_adapter
https://gitlab.cern.ch/bat/optoboard_felix/-/wikis/DP-SMA-adapter-board-routing
https://gitlab.cern.ch/silab/bdaq53/-/wikis/Hardware/Supplementary-hardware#displayport-sma-adapters
https://gitlab.cern.ch/bat/optoboard_felix/-/wikis/ERF-8xDP-adapter-channel-routing
https://gitlab.cern.ch/itk-pixel-electronics/services/optosystem/-/tree/master/ERF-8xDisplayPort
mailto:abhishek.sharma@cern.ch
https://gitlab.cern.ch/itk-pixel-electronics/services/optosystem
https://mattermost.web.cern.ch/signup_user_complete/?id=778hfkdwfjd5mm899qhs8m9m5w
https://atlas-project-felix.web.cern.ch/atlas-project-felix/user/releases.html
https://cernbox.cern.ch/files/link/public/BEr0jH7dHSJj6xj?tiles-size=1&items-per-page=100&view-mode=resource-table
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1353986/contributions/5860519/attachments/2822946/4930344/itkfelixfirmware_march2024.pdf
https://atlas-project-felix.web.cern.ch/atlas-project-felix/user/dist/firmware/Bitfiles_nightly/
https://gitlab.cern.ch/atlas-tdaq-felix/firmware/-/commit/ae8a2460cea50ed587314d73902b32983bf7a96f
https://atlas-project-felix.web.cern.ch/atlas-project-felix/user/dist/firmware/Bitfiles_nightly/FLX712_PIXEL_4CH_TTCCLK_GIT_phase2-master_rm-5.1_330_240424_09_09.tar.gz
https://gitlab.cern.ch/atlas-tdaq-felix/firmware/-/jobs/38166415/artifacts/file/output/FLX712_PIXEL_4CH_TTCCLK_GIT_phase2-FLXUSERS-682_fw_trigger_generation_rm-5.1_277_240417_11_14.tar.gz
https://gitlab.cern.ch/atlas-tdaq-felix/felix-distribution/-/commit/73d2d72abeeb1a47938a606e136d375dddbc486d
https://gitlab.cern.ch/bat/optoboard_felix
https://gitlab.cern.ch/bat/optoboard_felix
https://gitlab.cern.ch/bat/optoboard_felix/-/tree/1.0.37?ref_type=tags
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1353986/contributions/5866673/attachments/2823266/4930979/YARRFelixStatus_ITkWeekMar2024.pdf
https://atlaswiki.lbl.gov/en/pixels/felixdaq
https://confluence.slac.stanford.edu/display/Atlas/FELIX+Readout#FELIXReadout-MakingYARRScans/ReadingoutRD53A


In a second terminal:

In case the optoboard setup was done previously and remained powered on, you can proceed with just a simple environmental setup:    

cd /home/itkpix/optoboard-system
source flx_opto_setup.sh     # warm start 
export PYTHONPATH="/home/itkpix/optoboard-system/optoboard_felix_2023Nov/src/:${PYTHONPATH}" # Needed in newer 
versions of optoboard software 

In case the optoboard was just powered or got stuck, you need to do a cold start setup (this is incompatible with felixcore so that you need to 
terminate felixcore in the other window before doing this):

cd /home/itkpix/optoboard-system
source flx_opto_setup_fresh.sh    # cold start 

At this point the master link between FELIX and optoboard should be established which you can check using the command 

flx-info link

which should typically show something like:

 Link alignment status
------------------------
Channel |  0    1  
        ----------
Aligned | YES  NO 

Channel |  2    3  
        ----------
Aligned | NO   NO 

which indicates the master lpGBT link (Channel 0) is established so that further configuration can proceed. The optoboards only have the master lpGBT 
enabled at powerup while the other lpGBTs will be brought up at the optoboard configuration stage (this requires felixcore up and running):    

cd /home/itkpix/optoboard-system/optoboard_felix
python InitOpto.py -optoboard_serial 00000000 -vtrx_v 1.3 -flx_G 0 -flx_d 0 -configure 1

The  specifies the serial number used (00000000 is the default one for Optoboard V2.1),  is the link group number of FELIX -optoboard_serial -flx_G
and  the FELIX device. The option  set to 1 will configure all lpGBTs, if set to 0 will configure only the master. If -flx_d -configure -

  is set to 00000000 and , optoboard_felix sends the parameters in the config optoboard_serial -vtrx_v 1.3 ~/optoboard_felix/configs
 to the lpGBTs, GBCR and VTRx+. Check the FELIX documentation or the /optoboard2_lpgbtv1_gbcr2_vtrxv1_3_default.json optoboard_felix 

 for more information on this. If this succeeded, the single optoboard LV current will go up to ~900mA.readme

If you do  after optoboard configuration you should now see that all links are aligned with YES. If you do  you flx-info link flx-info podpower
should see something like this (if single Optoboard outside test-Optopanel is connected then only Chan 0-3 are relevant):

Optical power (Receive=RX or Transmit=TX) of channel in uW:
        |     0   |     1   |     2   |     3   |     4   |     5   |     6   |     7   |     8   |     9   
|    10   |    11   |
        
|=========|=========|=========|=========|=========|=========|=========|=========|=========|=========|=========|=
========|
 1st TX |  983.30 |  986.10 |  892.10 |  970.00 |  937.50 | 1009.70 |  916.20 |  970.30 |  920.00 |  960.80 |  
924.40 |  958.50 | 
 1st RX |  946.80 |  790.20 |  870.50 |  761.80 |    0.00 |    0.00 |    0.00 |    0.00 |    0.00 |    0.00 
|    0.00 |    0.00 |

In case any present link got power below 700uW, please check the VTRX+ fiber pigtail ferrule junction to the MPO splitter is fully plugged in. You can 
further check the optoboard configuration for link speed, tracking mode and link locking phase by running  with the additional option  InitOpto.py -i
which starts an interactive python session after configuration and defines an  object that can be probed for various settings (see full opto API 

 for details):documentation

https://gitlab.cern.ch/bat/optoboard_felix#usage
https://gitlab.cern.ch/bat/optoboard_felix#usage
https://optoboard-system.docs.cern.ch/software/optoboard_felix/Optoboard/
https://optoboard-system.docs.cern.ch/software/optoboard_felix/Optoboard/


cd /home/itkpix/optoboard-system/optoboard_felix
python -i InitOpto.py -optoboard_serial 00000000 -vtrx_v 1.3 -flx_G 0 -flx_d 0 -configure 1
>>> opto.bertScan(...) # perform BERT scans
>>> opto.opto_doc() # Print status information on all lpgbts (equivalent to following functions for lpgbt1)
>>> opto.lpgbt1.check_PUSM_status() # check power up state machine state (int 0-19 see ch 8.1 of lpgbt manual, 
19=ready)
>>> opto.lpgbt1.check_lpgbt_config_pins() # check hardware configuration
>>> opto.lpgbt1.check_EPRX_status() # check elink uplink status for all channels (enabled, rate, polarity, 
phase)
>>> opto.lpgbt1.check_EPRX_locking() # check phase locking

After fibre fanout installation:

After the fibre fanout is installed, configuring the Optoboards will look similar to this:

python InitOpto.py -optoboard_serial 00000000 -vtrx_v 1.3 -flx_G 0 -flx_d 0 -configure 1 
python InitOpto.py -optoboard_serial 00000000 -vtrx_v 1.3 -flx_G 1 -flx_d 0 -configure 1 
python InitOpto.py -optoboard_serial 00000000 -vtrx_v 1.3 -flx_G 2 -flx_d 0 -configure 1 
python InitOpto.py -optoboard_serial 00000000 -vtrx_v 1.3 -flx_G 3 -flx_d 0 -configure 1 

Or with the separate configs that are created in :~/optoboard_felix/configs

python InitOpto.py -vtrx_v 1.3 -c /configs/2400003.json
python InitOpto.py -vtrx_v 1.3 -c /configs/2400006.json
python InitOpto.py -vtrx_v 1.3 -c /configs/2400007.json
python InitOpto.py -vtrx_v 1.3 -c /configs/2400011.json

Note that in this case the connected FELIX fibre channel has to be set inside the configuration file as described in the readme .here

In a currently ongoing effort by Bern PhD student Daniele dal Santo, the software will be integrated into the ITk demonstrator software .itk-demo-sw

Further tools:

flpgbtconf: FELIX low level tool to communicate with (and  with) the lpGBT master directly.  will give you help on the tool, here an only flpgbtconf -h
example:

flpgbtconf -1 -I 0x74 -G 0 -d 0 ULDATASOURCE5_DLG0DATASOURCE 0x1    # sets CMD from data to PRBS7 pattern on 
EPTX00 and EPTX02

-I 0x74 is the address for the lpGBT and the option  for the lpGBT version 1. Consult the lpGBT manual for all the various register names. You can -1
also check which version of FELIX firmware we are running with the command:

flpgbtconf -1 -I 0x74 -G 0 -d 0 ROM    # Check FELIX firmware version 

The stable version for ITkPixV1 readout since DEc/2022 was  FLX712-PIXEL-2x2CH-221101-1129-GIT:rm-5.0/2749. 

There are many more options with FELIX, consult the FELIX user manual.

Running ITkPixV1 Digital Calibration

Note: all procedures above related to optoboard setup are completely independent of the pixel modules so that they could be done with the pixel module 
powered off. After the optoboards are fully configured, we could extend the opoeration to the pixel modules. The ITkPixV1.0 SCC is typically powered with 
2.0V LV and the initial current of the SCC just after powerup before configuratoin is ~3.07A. With optoboard completely configured, one can power up the 
module LV then check if the data link are aligned:

flx-config list | grep DECODING_LINK_ALIGNED

   for which you7 might see some output like:

https://gitlab.cern.ch/bat/optoboard_felix#config-file-instructions
https://gitlab.cern.ch/atlas-itk-pixel-systemtest/itk-demo-sw


0x2180 [R  57:00]                       DECODING_LINK_ALIGNED_00  0x000000030000000  Every bit corresponds to 
an E-link on one (lp)GBT or FULL-mode 
0x2190 [R  57:00]                       DECODING_LINK_ALIGNED_01  0x000000030000000  Every bit corresponds to 
an E-link on one (lp)GBT or FULL-mode 
0x21a0 [R  57:00]                       DECODING_LINK_ALIGNED_02  0x000000000000000  Every bit corresponds to 
an E-link on one (lp)GBT or FULL-mode 
...

where the none zero bit field ('3' in this example) indicated aligned links.

The current version of YARR for ITkPixV1 calibration (still being validated) resides at /home/itkpix/YARR_FELIX/  which is based on branch 
devel_itkpix_felixNetio. 

cd /home/itkpix/optoboard-system
source flx_opto_setup.sh

cd /home/itkpix/YARRdev/Yarr_itkpix/ 
source ../setup.sh
source config_CalTrigSeq.sh 3 0  #arg1 is scantype 3=digitalB; arg2 is FELIX device No.   
source run_rd53b.sh

During the startup of the digital calibration, the module configuration would increase the ITkPixV1.0 SCC current to 4.38A (from, 3.07A). The calibration 
results are kept at /home/itkpix/YARR-FELIX/data/. Successful calibration should have an output Root  file.   

Test-Optopanel at SLAC:
The test-Optopanel houses one Optobox with 4 Optoboards. It has a twinax inlet (round) and a fibre outlet (rectangle). The Optobox is mounted on a 
cooling plate with two 8 mm pipes.

A collection of photographs from the test-Optopanel and its sister at CERN SR1 can be found . See also this Twiki  of the SR1 test-Optopanel here here
which has similiar information (but some very different configurations).

Optoboards:

slot: OB1 OB2 OB3 OB4 OB5 OB6 OB7 OB8 V4

serial: 2400006 - 2400003 - 2400007 - 2400011 - 4400069

powering from bPOL: A A B B C C D D

idle current* [mA] 182 - 165 - 168 - 174 -

FELIX link:

Current Location SLAC ANL OSU SLAC SLAC

*after power-up and inside the test-Optopanel with 9.0 V supplied. If powered outside the test-Optopanel directly on the connector with 2.5 V expect a 
current ~415 mA.

History Date Comments

2400011 Oct/22-Feb
/23

Resistor R108 removed Oct/2022 to debug FELIX FEC12 mode problem. R108 back on Feb/2023. 

2400006,2400011 May/2/2023 bpol2V5 mezzanine R10 330KOhm316KOhm to raise V1.2 to V1.24 to stablelize lpGBT3,4. Overall current 0.92->1.
03A.

2400006
/4400069

Nov/20/2023 Brought in V4 board 4400069 in exchange of 2400006 to go back to Bern. 

Optobox/Board service connections:

Optobox LV/DCS services:

https://cernbox.cern.ch/index.php/s/OiKY0c6q64p4SJL
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/viewauth/Atlas/SR1DemonstratorOptoBox


 

Check the above interfaces document for more detailled description.

Banana plugs are labelled according to powered bPOL12V.

Cooling and dry air inlet/outlet: FESTO 8 mm

Currently no MOPS is mounted on the Powerboard inside the test-Optopanel (due to availability). We will ship one as soon as we got our hands on them.

OptoBoard LV/DCS:

For optoboard standalone test setups, a mini LV/DCS service cable bundle is needed to supply 2.5V to optoboard and lead out its NTC monitoring out 
through the Samtec SFM-104-01-L-D connector .

Standalone optoboard power adaptor cable spec

Optoboard-FELIX Fiber Connectivity:

Each FELIX PCIe card has two MPO24 ports, serving 12 pairs of TX+RX each. Our lab test setups typically use fiber splitter bundles to breakout the 
MPO24 into individual LCs and use LC patch panels to map connectivity to the optoboard VTRX+ fiber pigtail. How the FELIX MPO24 port is structured is 
described in the  and  confluence pages. There are two ways to breakout the FELIX MPO24:FELIX readout Direct FELIX

Most setups elsewhere and our easier setups all used MPO242xMPO1224xLC splitters are described in the  and  FELIX readout Direct FELIX
confluence pages.
Our latest setups used direct MPO2424xLC splitter in one step. The actual component inventory is in the "Fiber + patch" tab of the of test readout 

. component Stanford Drive GoogleSheet

How the VTRX+ fiber pigtail lines are structured is described in the Optosystem Interface document AT2-IP-GM-0010 (Table 4) with 5 out of 12 fibers 
active per optoboard which can be followed from the MPO12-LC splitter fiber color coding. 

SLAC Single Optoboard Test Setup

https://confluence.slac.stanford.edu/download/attachments/353752832/optoboard-test-power-cable.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1704403544000&api=v2
https://confluence.slac.stanford.edu/display/Atlas/FELIX+Readout
https://confluence.slac.stanford.edu/display/Atlas/direct+FELIX+Readout+for+Inner+Pixel+Integration
https://confluence.slac.stanford.edu/display/Atlas/FELIX+Readout
https://confluence.slac.stanford.edu/display/Atlas/direct+FELIX+Readout+for+Inner+Pixel+Integration
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/139YhX7UdeldYMdLNPfEBvJBEjVJkC_RkulLruX353ik/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/139YhX7UdeldYMdLNPfEBvJBEjVJkC_RkulLruX353ik/edit?usp=sharing
https://edms.cern.ch/ui/file/2379183/1/AT2_IP_MG_0010_v2.7.pdf


The initial single optoboard setup used for the early SLAC tests with single chip cards is summarized in the diagram below:

Bonn miniDP-SMA Bern ERF-SMA lpGBT

AUX DOWNLINK 01 1

LN3 L1 UPLINK 01 1

LN2 L1 UPLINK 02  1

LN1 L1 UPLINK 03 1

LN0 L1 UPLINK 04 1

Each fiber in the pigtail corresponds to data coming from a separate lpGBT (verification needed for RX 3 and 4):

lpGBT VTRX+ fiber FELIX fiber

1  red (7) TX 1

1 white (6) RX 1

2 slate (5) RX 2

3 brown (4) RX 3

4 green (3) RX 4

Note that the Optoboard VTRX+ fiber pigtail MT ferrules connection to MPO12-LC fiber splitter is a simple slip on which requires careful manual 
recognition of right polarity (see ) which can easily slip off but prevents accidental large force breaking the fiber. It is advisable to ITkPixV1 readout page
always check the link light level with   healthy (>700uW).   flx-info podpower  to verify the fiber link is    

Current firmware allows only 2 lpGBTs to be readout, such that the link alignment string is fixed to x0000000300000000 for channels 00 and 01 in 
unaligned state. Alignment can be checked using data from module RX 0 (L0 on miniDP-SMA) after module configuration, giving the following link 
alignment strings independently of which e-links are subscribed on felixcore startup (for optoboard 2400006):

miniDP-SMA Channel Alignment String Name Value

L1 UPLINK 00 DECODING_LINK_ALIGNED_00 0x000000030000 010

L1 UPLINK 01 DECODING_LINK_ALIGNED_00 0x000000030000010

L1 UPLINK 02 DECODING_LINK_ALIGNED_00 00000000x00000003

L1 UPLINK 03 DECODING_LINK_ALIGNED_00 0x000000030001000

L1 UPLINK 04 DECODING_LINK_ALIGNED_00 0x000000030010 000

L1 UPLINK 05 DECODING_LINK_ALIGNED_00 0x000000030100 000

L2 UPLINK 06 DECODING_LINK_ALIGNED_01 0x000000030000 010

https://confluence.slac.stanford.edu/display/Atlas/ITkPixV1+readout+system


L2 UPLINK 07 DECODING_LINK_ALIGNED_01 0x000000030000010

L2 UPLINK 08 DECODING_LINK_ALIGNED_01 0x000000030000000

L2 UPLINK 09 DECODING_LINK_ALIGNED_01 0x000000030001000

L2 UPLINK 10 DECODING_LINK_ALIGNED_01 0x000000030010 000

L2 UPLINK 11 DECODING_LINK_ALIGNED_01 0x000000030100 000

There is an unstable or broken lane on the optoboard corresponding to L1 UPLINK 02, which is not present in optoboard . 2400011 (currently installed)
Note that alignment is sensitive to polarity of TX connection (i.e.  but not to the RX connections. NPNP vs NPPN)

ITkPixV1.1 Digital Quad

The ITkPixV1.1 digital quad can be read out in two different configurations, either interfaced through the PP0+Type 0 ring (more details of the hardware 
setup can be found on the  page).ITkPixV1 quad module readout

Interface with ring + PP0

At present the full chain including PP0 and Type 0 ring cannot be read out using FELIX. The following channel mapping is used in the connectivity file. 
Chips 2 and 4 send data on power-up. Chip 1 has poor data transmission quality on the negative polarity side, but is not observed using the LBL adapter 
card indicating that this is a feature of the ring+PP0. 

Mini-DP SMA Channel Rx Lane Chip ID Chip Number

L0 12 0x15468 3

L1 8 0x15448 4

L2 4 0x15429 2

L3 0 0x15428 1

Interface with LBL adapter board

Testing using the following configuration files (set in the alias mconf_quad):
connectivity: /home/itkpix/YARRdev/configs_common/connectivity/20UPGR91101015/20UPGR91101015_L2_warm.json (same as used for YARR readout)
controller:  /home/itkpix/YARRdev/configs_common/controller/felix_rd53b.json

The downlink differential signal polarity should not be inverted (i.e. PP and NN SMA connections between DP and Optoboard BOB), as this is only 
required due to the ring channel mapping. L3,L2,L1,L0 are connected to EFF-SMA board UPLINK 00,01,02,04. Before configuration, alignment bit is 
unstable on UPLINK 01 (chip 2) and always 0 for other channels, but after configuration all alignment bits are zero. This is similar behavior as observed 
with the PP0+Ring.

Mini-DP SMA Channel Rx Lane Chip ID Chip Number

L0 0 0x15448 4

L1 4 0x15428 1

L2 8 0x15429 2

L3 12 0x15468 3

Running Vivado ILA on FELIX:

The Integrated Logic Analyzer (ILA) is a feature of vivado that allows registers in ILA cores of an FPGA to be read out while in use. It is a powerful tool for 
debugging DAQ setups with Felix. The Felix card now has /afs/ mounted and can run release v2019.1 of vivado with a license from TID. To bring up the 
vivado GUI, do:

ssh -Y itkpix@felix
source settings64.sh
vivado

In the vivado GUI, select Open Hardware Manager under the Tasks list. In the green banner, select Open target > auto connect. The JTAG connection to 
the ILA cores of the Felix card has been fixed by Andrew and Su Dong, such that Vivado will find the ILA cores automatically. The different ILA cores can 
be seen in the Hardware pane under xcku155_0 (if running on Felix1 in the EPP lab). In the Trigger Setup pane, click "specify probes", click the ... button 
to browse files, and add the file home > itkpix > felix-fw > withILA > FLX712_PIXEL_4CH_[...]_debug_nets.ltx and select Refresh. The probes file tells 
vivado what signals to buffer for the ILA for that hardware. Now the waveform panel will be populated with empty ILA capture frames. To simplify viewing 
the bit registers in the Waveform pane, select all under Name and select Name > Short.

https://confluence.slac.stanford.edu/display/Atlas/ITkPixV1+quad+module+readout


To capture frames, press the play button. To set up a specific ILA trigger, click the + icon in the Trigger Setup pane and pick your favorite register. The 
Operator and Value fields can be used to set the conditions for the trigger. Press play in the Status pane on the left; the Core status indicator shows if the 
ILA is waiting for a trigger or has found one, after which a limited number of frames are stored (2000 with the current setup).

The following registers can be useful to test the health of the DAQ chain:

LinkData: 224 bits (need to check what is contained here)
EgroupGB1Data_dbg[i]: 36-bits. Bits 33-35 are added by the gearbox: bit 35 indicates of the header is valid and bits 33-34 are the header (should 
be 01 if all is well). Bit 32 indicates if the data is valid.
LinkAligned: a single bit that indicates the alignment of the optical signal between Felix and optoboard
DecoderAligned_ila: should be 01 if uplink is aligned
EgroupUnscrData_dbg[0]: if you see values like 87*fffff then the UPLINK polarity is inverted (it should be d78100000)

Running Remotely with FastX

FastX can be used to connect into the SLAC network for low-latency communication with nodes in the DAQ network. Information installing FastX can be 
found on .the FastX Confluence documentation

After installation, you can start Terminal sessions to steer the FELIX/optoboard/YARR instances. From the bastion host, run:

ssh -L8081:raspi_b84_lab_felix2:8081 rddev111

And connect to a browser in FastX desktop to localhost:8081. From another tab, connect to  and login to Grafana with http://atlascr.slac.stanford.edu:3000
user: admin
pwd: AtlasItkAdmin

You can also open terminal windows in the FastX browser so that they stay alive when you close FastX. You will need to tunnel into itkpix@felix via 
<user>@rddev111.slac.stanford.edu.

GBCR Documentations

GBCR PDR SPR and PDR (2019):  (Sep/12/2019),  (Nov/3/2019) Indico Documentation collection and report
GBCR2 Specification document (register details) Nov/2019  
GBCR Testing Github
GBCR status Jan/2023 (Jingo Ye)

The initial distribution of Optoboards to Inner System in Aug/2022 are Optoboard V2.1 with GBCR2. CMD downlink drive pre-emphasis has design issues 
that increased jitter to trade for some pre-emphasis.  triplicated EQ design blocks to improve SEE immunity, and also removed GBCR V3 design updates
passive attenuator. V3 also had but dropping the DCoffset-cancellation logic due to the lack of another attempt to address the CMD TX design issues 
space made the logic problematic still. The system baseline is to deploy GBCR V3 in Optoboard V4 where the GBCR CMD TX is bypassed. However, this 
bypass is only available in optoboard version V3 and higher.

A summary of the key GBCR control registers (based on  from Nov/2022). There are 3 registers per GBCR input channel for GBCR spec document V1.2.3
independent EQ controls of each channel and another 11 registers for coming controls of retime mode and TX pre-emphasis:

Address Default Bits Name Function

0 0x1F 0-2 ch1CML_AmlSel<2:0> Output amplitude of input RX channel 1

3-4 ch1EQ_ATT<1:0> EQ attenuator for input RX channel 1. 

5 ch1dis_EQ_LF Disable Low Frequency CTLE stage for RX input channel 1. 

6-7 NC

1 0xBB 0-3 ch1CTLE_MFSR<3:0> Middle frequency (0.2-0.4 GHz) peaking strength

4-7 ch1CTLE_HFSR<3:0> High frequency (0.4-1.6 GHz) peaking strength

2 0x02 0 ch1disLPF Disable DC offset cancellation in RX input channels 1 

1 ch1disDFF Disable DFF in input RX channel 1. RX channel works in equalizer mode.  

2 ch1Dis Disable RX input channel 1 

3-7 NC

3-5 Same block of registers for RX input channel 2 as address 0-2 for channel 1 

6-8 Same block of registers for RX input channel 3 as address 0-2 for channel 1

9-11 Same block of registers for RX input channel 4 as address 0-2 for channel 1

12-14 Same block of registers for RX input channel 5 as address 0-2 for channel 1

15-17 Same block of registers for RX input channel 6 as address 0-2 for channel 1 

18-20 NC Same block of registers for RX input channel 7 as address 0-2 for channel 1

https://confluence.slac.stanford.edu/display/SCSPub/FastX
http://atlascr.slac.stanford.edu:3000
https://indico.cern.ch/event/842108/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/860331/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/860331/attachments/1937859/3224279/GBCR_SPR_document_v1.2.3.pdf
https://github.com/weizhangccnu/GBCR2_Test
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1245940/contributions/5235210/attachments/2582002/4453560/GBCR_Status+Plan_v2.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1087227/contributions/4643923/attachments/2361392/4031132/proposal_for_GBCR_design_update.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1087228/contributions/4677832/attachments/2371950/4051104/GBCR2Tx_updateV2.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/860331/attachments/1937859/3224279/GBCR_SPR_document_v1.2.3.pdf


21 0x02 0 dllCapRest Reset control voltage in DLL.

1 dllEnable Enable DLL in phase shifter

22 0x0F 0-3 dllChargePumpCurrent<3:0> Set charge pump current 

4 dllForceDown Force down charge pump output 

5-7 NC

23 0x33 0-3 dllClockDelayCh6<3:0> Config clock delay of channel 6

4-7 dllClockDelayCh7<3:0> Config clock delay of channel 7

24 0x33 Similar dllClockDelay control for channel 4,5 

25 0x33 Similar dllClockDelay control for channel 2,3 

26 0x33 Similar dllClockDelay control for test clk (0:3), channel 1 (4:7) 

27 0x70 0 disTestCK Disable Test clock output

1-2 CLK_Rx_EQ<1:0> Config passive EQ in eRx for input clock

3 CLK_Rx_invData Invert output data of eRx for input clock

4 CLK_Rx_enTermination Enable the termination resistors of eRx for input clock

5 CLK_Rx_setCM Set common mode voltage of eRx for input clock

6 CLK_Rx_En Enable eRx for input clock 

7 NC

28 0x05 0-2 Tx1_Emp<2:0> Set pre-emphasis strength of TX channel 1

3 Tx1_EmpDis Disable TX channel 1 pre-emphasis

4-7 NC

29 0x01 0 Tx1dis_LPF Disable DC offset cancellation in TX channel 1

1 Tx1dis Disable TX channel 1

2-7 NC

30 0x05 0-2 Tx2_Emp<2:0> Set pre-emphasis strength of TX channel 2

3 Tx2_EmpDis Disable TX channel 2 pre-emphasis

4-7 NC

31 0x01 0 Tx2dis_LPF Disable DC offset cancellation in TX channel 2

1 Tx2dis Disable TX channel 2

2-7 NC

GBCR Retime mode                

One major feature of the GBCR is the retime mode which is using a similar design as in lpGBT, but GBCR has a finer DLL delay granularity of 50ps per 
step vs 100ps in lpGBT. This is an essential utility to allow optimized control of the signal sampling time as the expected good time window at full chain 
loss is narrow. The control setting for this mode (recommendation and comments mostly based on exchange with GBCR designer Datao Gong):

Register Value Comments

dllEnable True Enable DLL clock for for retiming

dllCapReset False

dllForceDown False DLL can have harmonic lock problem which would need dllForceDown=T to release it

dllChargePump
Current

0x0 Set charge injection current to min value. Higher current enables faster locking but may cause larger jitter. We care less 
about locking time but care more about jitter.

dllClockDelay scan Scan this delay for the active channel for good BER window bathtub. 

Vakhtang's readout software

Vakhtang Tsiskaridze (VT) wrote a standalone python package to perform digital scans outside of YARR. Use the following steps to run on felix.

For all windows (4 in total are needed):



# Login and setup
ssh daq@felix # password: slacrce
cd ~/daq
source complete-setup.sh
cd ~/daq/itkdaq

Window #1:

# Monitoring for Tx sent to FELIX
./run-felix-toflx.sh

Window #2:

# Monitoring for Rx returned from FELIX
./run-felix-tohost.sh

Window #3:

# Runs an instance of felix-star
python run_readout.py

Window #4:

# Starts interactive session where configuration and digital scans are steered
python -i run_sendcmd.py>>> repower_init() # Quick power cycles the module and initializes with nominal 
configurations
>>> full_scan() # Must be done 2+ times, see below for example of output
>>> fec2.write_field("SLDO_VTRIM", 0xaa) # Hacky solution that fixes readout issues caused by chip 2
>>> scan()

The output of a digital scan should appear in data, and can be plotted using the plotting script plot_occmap_quad.py.



# Output after first full_scan()
[2023-12-04 16:40:44.526] [rd53b.decoder] [info] scan time: 3.77 sec, rate: 157.0 Mbps
[2023-12-04 16:40:44.526] [rd53b.decoder] [info] tval: 100, Error in pixels: 29730. vmin: 95, vmax: 24743
[2023-12-04 16:40:44.526] [rd53b.decoder] [info] tag_stats:  25600 25600 25600 25600 25600 25600 25600 25600 
25543 25425 25421 25398 25378 25349 25326 25297
[2023-12-04 16:40:44.526] [rd53b.decoder] [info] tag_hits:  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 30099829 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
[2023-12-04 16:40:44.526] [rd53b.dataproc.quad] [info] [2] SCAN STOP
[2023-12-04 16:40:44.549] [rd53b.decoder] [info] scan time: 3.80 sec, rate: 155.6 Mbps
[2023-12-04 16:40:44.549] [rd53b.decoder] [info] tval: 100, Error in pixels: 32604. vmin: 93, vmax: 24666
[2023-12-04 16:40:44.549] [rd53b.decoder] [info] tag_stats:  25600 25600 25601 25600 25600 25600 25600 25600 
25466 25336 25307 25287 25264 25236 25216 25185
[2023-12-04 16:40:44.549] [rd53b.decoder] [info] tag_hits:  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 30012842 0 0 0 0 0 0 9
[2023-12-04 16:40:44.549] [rd53b.dataproc.quad] [info] [1] SCAN STOP
[2023-12-04 16:40:44.572] [rd53b.decoder] [info] scan time: 3.82 sec, rate: 154.7 Mbps
[2023-12-04 16:40:44.572] [rd53b.decoder] [info] tval: 99, Error in pixels: 125302. vmin: 91, vmax: 24659
[2023-12-04 16:40:44.572] [rd53b.decoder] [info] tag_stats:  25592 25592 25592 25594 25592 25594 25592 25593 
25458 25224 25314 25293 25271 25232 25208 25179
[2023-12-04 16:40:44.572] [rd53b.decoder] [info] tag_hits:  0 0 0 1 2 1056 0 6 29930769 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
[2023-12-04 16:40:44.572] [rd53b.dataproc.quad] [info] [0] SCAN STOP
[2023-12-04 16:40:44.594] [rd53b.decoder] [info] scan time: 3.84 sec, rate: 153.9 Mbps
[2023-12-04 16:40:44.594] [rd53b.decoder] [info] tval: 100, Error in pixels: 31999. vmin: 93, vmax: 24668
[2023-12-04 16:40:44.594] [rd53b.decoder] [info] tag_stats:  25600 25600 25600 25600 25600 25600 25600 25600 
25468 25341 25306 25289 25264 25230 25215 25184
[2023-12-04 16:40:44.594] [rd53b.decoder] [info] tag_hits:  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 30016538 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

# Output after setting VLDO_TRIM on fec2
[2023-12-04 16:53:59.413] [rd53b.decoder] [info] scan time: 3.74 sec, rate: 92.1 Mbps
[2023-12-04 16:53:59.413] [rd53b.decoder] [info] tval: 100, All pixels are good.
[2023-12-04 16:53:59.413] [rd53b.decoder] [info] tag_stats:  25600 25600 25600 25600 25600 25600 25600 25600 
25600 25600 25600 25600 25600 25600 25600 25600
[2023-12-04 16:53:59.413] [rd53b.decoder] [info] tag_hits:  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15360000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
[2023-12-04 16:53:59.413] [rd53b.dataproc.quad] [info] [1] SCAN STOP
[2023-12-04 16:53:59.436] [rd53b.decoder] [info] scan time: 3.76 sec, rate: 91.6 Mbps
[2023-12-04 16:53:59.436] [rd53b.decoder] [info] tval: 100, All pixels are good.
[2023-12-04 16:53:59.436] [rd53b.decoder] [info] tag_stats:  25600 25600 25600 25600 25600 25600 25600 25600 
25600 25600 25600 25600 25600 25600 25600 25600
[2023-12-04 16:53:59.436] [rd53b.decoder] [info] tag_hits:  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15360000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
[2023-12-04 16:53:59.436] [rd53b.dataproc.quad] [info] [2] SCAN STOP
[2023-12-04 16:53:59.458] [rd53b.decoder] [info] scan time: 3.78 sec, rate: 91.0 Mbps
[2023-12-04 16:53:59.458] [rd53b.decoder] [info] tval: 100, All pixels are good.
[2023-12-04 16:53:59.458] [rd53b.decoder] [info] tag_stats:  25600 25600 25600 25600 25600 25600 25600 25600 
25600 25600 25600 25600 25600 25600 25600 25600
[2023-12-04 16:53:59.458] [rd53b.decoder] [info] tag_hits:  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15360000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
[2023-12-04 16:53:59.458] [rd53b.dataproc.quad] [info] [0] SCAN STOP
[2023-12-04 16:53:59.481] [rd53b.decoder] [info] scan time: 3.80 sec, rate: 90.5 Mbps
[2023-12-04 16:53:59.481] [rd53b.decoder] [info] tval: 100, All pixels are good.
[2023-12-04 16:53:59.481] [rd53b.decoder] [info] tag_stats:  25600 25600 25600 25600 25600 25600 25600 25600 
25600 25600 25600 25600 25600 25600 25600 25600
[2023-12-04 16:53:59.481] [rd53b.decoder] [info] tag_hits:  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15360000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Additional notes:

17 different triggers, on 9th trigger getting all hits
Scan time (~4 seconds), rate is per chip
Number of tag hits should be 400 * 384 * N_triggers
If you run 100 triggers, scan time is dominated by mask stepping

Some Useful Links

  Optoboard System Documentation
FELIX JIRA (Oct/22) on optoboard + ITkPix readout setup 
CERN mattermost Bern-Optoboard channel
Talk (Dec/9/2022) by Angira Rastogi on Optoboard-FELIX setup at LBNL

https://optoboard-system.docs.cern.ch/
https://its.cern.ch/jira/browse/FLX-2032
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1229021/contributions/5171764/attachments/2564387/4420659/AngiraRastogi_ITkPixelDAQ_9Dec2022.pdf
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